Abstract-In electronic business environment, it is critical for an enterprise to assess information systems security (ISS) risks. In this paper we propose an evidence theory and rough sets based approach to objectively represent uncertainty inherent in the ISS risk assessment. Uncertainty in security risk management stems from the incompleteness and vagueness of the conditioning attributes that characterize a risk. In the hybrid approach, evidence theory provides a consistent approach to model experts' beliefs and develop an evidential diagram to assess the ISS risk that contains various variables such as the IS assets, the related threats, and the corresponding countermeasures. While rough set theory is ideally suited for dealing with vague and incomplete information. Integrating these two approaches provides a way to deal with the uncertain evidence found in the ISS risk assessment and the uncertainty derived from the conflicts of evidence. In a case study, the effectiveness of the proposed approach is evaluated by comparing it with other methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
In electronic business, the reliance on information systems (IS) has increased in current business environments where a variety of transactions involving trading of goods and services are accomplished electronically [1, 2] . Increasing organizational dependence on the IS in e-business has led to a corresponding increase in the impact of information systems security (ISS) abuses. Therefore, the ISS is a critical issue that has attracted much attention from both researchers and practitioners. In order to prevent security breaches, businesses use controls (and various countermeasures) to safeguard their assets from various patterns of threats by identifying the IS assets that are vulnerable to threats. But, even in the presence of controls, the assets are often not fully protected from threats because of inherent control weaknesses. Thus, the risk assessment is a critical step for the ISS risk management in e-business [3] .
By definition, risk analysis deals with situations with uncertainty, i.e., with situations in which we do not have a complete and accurate knowledge about the state of the system. It is therefore very important that we be able to represent uncertainty in risk analysis as adequately as possible. In practice, the ISS risk assessment is quite complex and full of the uncertainty as well [4] . The uncertainty, existing in the risk assessment, has been the primary factor that influences the effectiveness of the ISS risk assessment to a large extent. Therefore, in order to deal with the incompleteness and vagueness of information, the uncertainty must be taken into account in the ISS risk assessment. However, most existing approaches applied to the ISS risk assessment have some drawbacks on handling uncertainty in the process of assessment.
To address these aforementioned issues, we introduce, in this paper, a formal hybrid model based on evidence theory [5] and rough set theory [6] for the ISS risk assessment. The model explicates the uncertainty inherent in the ISS risk management. It parameterizes the approximate reasoning components of belief and plausibility and deals with the uncertainty derived from the conflicts of evidence.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the related works on ISS risk assessment. In the next section, we discuss the procedure of the hybrid approach for ISS risk assessment in detail. Then, the proposed approach is further demonstrated and validated in Section 4 via a case study. Finally, we summarize our contributions and present our further research.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
As information systems have become more complex in e-business, neither quantitative nor qualitative approaches can properly model the assessment process alone. Therefore, the comprehensive approaches combining both the quantitative and the qualitative approaches are needed [7, 8] . The approach using the Bayesian Networks (BNs) [9, 10] provides an objective and visible support for risk analysis. It consists of three phases: the BN initialization (define the structure and the set of conditional probability distributions), the risk monitoring, and the risk analysis. Using new evidence obtained from information system, this approach can continually estimate risk probability and identify the sources of risk. The approach based on the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation (FCE) [11, 12, 13 ] is a mathematical method to comprehensively evaluate the ISS risks by using fuzzy set theory of fuzzy mathematics. Although this approach is good at processing the ambiguous information by simulating the characteristic of human in making the judgment, it is not capable to provide the graphical relationships among various ISS risk factors using flow charts or diagrams. The proposed approach in this paper consists of the graphical representation of relevant constructs through an evidential diagram, which can fully capture the complexity of multiple controls dealing with one threat and also that of one control dealing with multiple threats. In addition, both the above approaches are suffering from the uncertainty derived from the conflicts of evidence provided by experts. In this paper, we propose a method of solving the evidential conflicts, which can reduce the uncertainty derived from the conflicts of evidence.
We have introduced, in this paper, a formal model based on evidence theory [5] and rough set theory [6] . The evidence theory involves two measures of uncertainty (belief and plausibility). In addition to representing uncertainties, it allows the decision maker to develop an evidential diagram to assess the ISS risk that contains various variables such as the IS assets, the related threats, and the corresponding countermeasures in e-business. Next, the decision maker can input his or her judgments about the presence or absence of threats and the impact of countermeasures on the corresponding threats according to belief functions. As a part of the ''Soft Computing'' paradigm, rough set is regarded as a ''non-invasive'' way of formalization of uncertainty [14] . Unlike fuzzy set theory, or statistical analysis, a unique advantage of rough set is that it does not rely on other model assumption or external parameter. It solely utilizes the structure of the given data. Rough set does not require a priori or pre-assumed numerical value of imprecision but instead imprecision is expressed by quantitative concept of approximations. Thus it helps to characterize a concept in terms of elementary sets in an approximation space.
III. THE HYBRID APPROACH FOR ISS RISK ASSESSMENT
The hybrid approach consists of four phases: (a) describe ISS risk characterization using rough sets, (b) construct the evidential diagram, (c) evidential reasoning, (d) evidence conflict analysis. The procedure of the model is given in Fig. 1 .
A. Describe ISS Risk Characterization Using Rough Sets
In this section, we utilize rough sets to describe the ISS risk characterization.
The reason for introducing rough sets is to characterize a concept in terms of elementary sets in an approximation space. It offers knowledge representation systems, which combines both qualitative and quantitative components.
Information granulation or the concept of indiscernibility or granularity is at the heart of rough set theory. A finer granulation means more definable concept. Granularity is expressed by partition and their associated equivalence relations on the sets of objects, also called indiscernibility relations. Indiscernibility leads to the concept of boundary-line cases, which means that some elements can be classified to the concepts or its complements with the available information, and thus forms the boundary-line cases. The concept of indiscernibility or granularity is at the heart of rough set theory where objects can be similar or indiscernible in view of available attributes. Similarity is assumed as a reflexive and symmetric relation, whereas indiscernibility relations are transitive. Similarity is viewed as tolerance relation and indiscernibility is equivalence relations [15] .
The following example is based on Sikder's example in ref. [15] . In Table I , the ISS risk is represented as an information system which consists of a pair (U, A), where U is the closed universe which consists of non-empty finite set of objects and A is a non-empty finite set of attributes such that a:
for every , V a is a value of attribute a. An information system can be conceived as a decision system when we have a posteriori knowledge of an attribute, which can be expressed as distinct decision class. The knowledge system is in the form
where decision element ; it is a supervised learning process.
In Table I {Probability, Loss} are the conditional attributes and {Priority} is the decision element. Clearly, the system consists of inconsistent and ambiguous instances. For example, although Risk2 and Risk4 have identical condition attribute value, the decision attribute value is different. Also, Risk1 and Risk3 have the same values of conditions with the same decision outcome. Now, risks with the same attributes induce a partition in the universe creating the basic or granular unit of knowledge set. IND(B) is an equivalence relation if the relation follows the basic properties of reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity. In this case we can define the following partitions based of the indiscernibility relations: The partition induced by the equivalence relations can used to approximate the concept of priority of the risks. For example, the set of risks with high priority cannot be defined with crisp boundary. However, some risks can be certainly classified as the having high priority (e.g., R1, R3), while some other risks are not crisply classifiable (R2, R4). Thus, we obtain a core concept of priority, which contains risks with distinct granules of attributes and a boundary region in which risks are not decisively classifiable. The upper and lower approximations for the risks in terms of high priority are:
. Now that imprecision and vagueness can be formally represented in the rough set analysis module, expert modelers can intuitively express their vague concepts such as probability and loss by incorporating their subjective judgment. Since the decision table represents posteriori knowledge of an attribute for a given training set, it is possible to classify new risks using appropriate supervised learning process [15] .
B. Construct the Evidential Diagram
An evidential diagram consists of assertions, evidence, and their interrelationships. Assertions include the main assertion and subassertions. The main assertion is the highest-level assertion; the subassertions are lower-level assertions. Relationships between assertions (e.g., between the main assertion and subassertions, and between higher-level subassertions and lower-level subassertions) need to be defined using logical relationships such as "and" and "or." And evidence represents the information that supports or negates assertions [16] .
Suppose a manager is interested in evaluating the network security risks. The corresponding evidential diagram is given in Fig. 2 , in which the rounded boxes represent assertion nodes. And evidence nodes are represented by rectangular boxes in the evidential diagrams. Numbers in parentheses represent weights. Evidence nodes are connected to the corresponding assertion(s) that they directly pertain to. For instance, the evidence "E1.1 Network connection control" directly pertains to assertion "A1.1 Network security" and thus it is connected to that assertion.
C. Evidential Reasoning
The evidence theory, also called the Dempster-Shafer's theory, has often been applied in the reasoning under uncertainty [17] .
Suppose we have a decision problem with n possible elements or states of nature forming a mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive set. This set is called the frame of discernment represented by Θ. The power set of Θ containing all the possible subsets of Θ, represented as
P(Θ).
A basic belief assignment (BBA) is a function from P(Θ) to [0, 1] defined by:
where A is an element of P(Θ). In addition, it satisfies the following conditions:
=0.
  m  Basically, the BBA pertaining to a statement measures the degree of belief directly assigned to the statement based on the evidence. Given a BBA m, a belief function is defined as:
where B is a subset of A. Bel(A) measures the total belief that the object is in A. In particular, we have Bel(  ) = 0
and Bel(Θ) = 1. Given a belief function, a plausibility function is defined as:
The plausibility function can also be defined in terms of belief function as ,
where A c is the complement of A. The plausibility function for a subset of elements A is defined as the maximum possible belief that could be assigned to A if all future evidence were in support of A.
Dempster's rule is the fundamental rule for combining two or more items of evidence in the belief function framework. For simplicity, let us illustrate Dempster's rule for only two items of evidence. In general, if m 1 and m 2 are two BBAs representing two independent items of evidence pertaining to Θ, then the combined BBAs for a subset A of frame Θ using Dempster's rule is given by ,
      
D. Evidence Conflict Analysis
Evidence driven conflict analysis is used to detect possible conflicts in the evidence. If a possible conflict is detected, we should alert the user that the model given the evidence may be weak or even misleading. In this way, conflict analysis can also be used for model revision. The method for evidence conflict analysis was introduced by Andersen et al. [18] . The procedure of evidence conflict analysis is given in Fig. 3 .
As a tool for detecting possible conflicts, we want a conflict measure which is easy to calculate and gives a reliable indication of a possible conflict.
In the design of the conflict measure, it is assumed that     Once a possible conflict has been detected, the origin of the conflict should be determined such that it can be presented to the analyst or user. Tracing the source of a conflict amounts to computing the conflict measure for subsets . Tracing the conflict to all subsets of the evidence is a computationally complex problem as the number of subsets increases exponentially with the size of the evidence set. It is not always possible or meaningful to assume monotonicity with respect to conflict in subsets, i.e., no subset with > 0 exists for with . That is, the monotonicity assumption states that if is not in conflict, then no subset of is in conflict.
After identifying the evidence with conflict, we combine the evidence without conflict. According to ref. [19] , if there are n items of the evidence without conflict, we combine the evidence n-1 times. 
IV. CASE ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION
In order to further validate the proposed approach, we used it in assessing an actual company's information systems. This company is a Chinese financial services firm providing on-line services in securities trading and sales.
In this section, we first demonstrate the presented approach via a case study according to the procedure of Section 3. Then sensitivity analysis is employed to validate the reliability of the proposed approach.
We invited six information system experts, two of which are also IT managers of the company, to assess the security risk of the company's information systems. Table  II is the characterization of 15 risk factors based on one expert. For evidential reasoning, we need to quantify the risk priority. In this case, we have quantified the risk priority using the method in ref. [20] . Because of space limitations, we do not present the process of quantization.
Furthermore, an evidential diagram (see Fig. 4 ) for the main assertion "ISS risk" was developed. In Fig. 4 , we used the "and" relationship between the main assertion and the subassertions, which implies that the main assertion is true if and only if all subassertions are true.
According to the evidential diagram, we defined the frame of discernment of the assertions as Θ = {very high risk, high risk, median risk, low risk, very low risk}, where A 1 ={very high risk}, A 2 ={high risk}, A 3 ={medium risk}, A 4 ={low risk}, and A 5 ={very low risk}. With the exception of A 1 to A 5 , other subsets of P(Θ), noted by U, represent the unknown degree of evidence.
The BBAs for main assertion "ISS risk" are computed by combining the BBAs of the subassertions based on the structure of Fig. 4 . This is done by propagating the BBAs through the network. Shenoy and Shafer [21] discussed this process in detail. The process of propagating BBAs in a network becomes computationally quite complex. However, there are several software packages available [22, 23] that facilitate the process. We use the tool for propagating uncertainty in valuation networks [22] to conduct the computation. The results of BBAs for main assertion "ISS risk" are summarized in Table III .
Then, according to Fig. 3 and Eqs. (9) to (11), we identify that the evidence with conflict is E4(m 4 ).
As indicated earlier, 5 items of evidence without conflict are combined 4 times. The results of ISS risk assessment in this case study is shown in Fig. 5 , in which the belief supporting A 3 , i.e. "ISS risk is medium", is 0.435. This suggests that we have the most confidence that the ISS risk is medium. In addition, we perform sensitivity analysis to investigate how the change of the strength of evidence affects the result of the ISS risk assessment. The results showed that the small variations in the input strengths of evidence do not impact significantly the beliefs of the main assertion. This implies that the approach is robust and reliable to small amounts of measurement error in assessing strength of evidence.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a hybrid approach that combines the evidence theory with rough sets for ISS risk assessment. The approach is based on evidence theory and rough sets, which can effectively model the uncertainty involved in the assessment process in ebusiness. In addition, this approach provides a method of solving the evidential conflicts, which can reduce the uncertainty derived from the conflicts of evidence provided by experts. Furthermore, we employed the sensitivity analysis to validate the reliability of the proposed approach and evaluated the effectiveness of the approach by comparing the results of risk assessment of the proposed approach in this paper, FCE, and BNs.
Of course, the research has its limitations, some of which imply the need for additional research. First, the proposed approach requires domain experts' belief inputs at the individual evidence level. Thus, Future research is needed to explore how to better elicit practitioners' assessments of the strength of the evidence. Second, the approach should be tested in other practice situations in addition to the financial services firm discussed in this paper. 
